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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. The Theoretical Frameworks 
1. The Concept of Writing 
a. The Definition of Writing 
Writing is a process to transfer ideas or thought into a written 
language. Remembering that writing is a process, the students cannot 
master the ability of writing easily. Syafi’i et al. (2011: 171) said that, at 
least, there are three major steps that should be grasped by students who 
have great concern in writing; first they should master basic sentence 
patterns. Second, they have to amplify the sentence correctly. Finally, they 
have to developed sentences into paragraph. Moreover, the success of 
writing ability in this case also depends on the collaboration between 
students and teacher. The teacher is expected to be able to support and 
motivate the students persuasively in order to make them creative in 
writing.  
Murcia (2001:213) stated that writing is a skill which enables a 
learner to plan and to rethink the communication process. It is the mental 
work of inventing ideas, thinking about expressing them, and organizing 
them into statements and paragraphs that will be clear to a reader. A writer 
must have good ideas, feelings, opinions, and creative in his own thinking 
to create a readers understand and be satisfied. 
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Being able to write is very important because writing is one of the 
core skills for success in education. The ability to write becomes an 
indispensable skill in students’ life. Ability is a skill to do something, 
therefore writing ability can be defined as a skill to express ideas and 
knowledge of one person to convince the readers in written form. 
According Hughey (1983, p. 38), writing ability is the sum of our abilities 
to link words and thoughts in order to express ourselves in the most 
complex of medium. 
According to Jordan (2007:5) there are five types of writing: they 
are expository, narrative, persuasive, descriptive, recount, and process 
writing.  
1) Expository writing informs, clarifies, explains, defines, or instructs by 
giving information, explaining why or how, clarifying a process, or 
defining a concept. Well-written exposition has a clear central focus 
developed through a carefully crafted presentation of facts, examples, 
or definitions that enhance the reader’s understanding. 
2) Narrative writing accounts for personal or fictional experience, telling 
a story based upon a real or imagined event. In a well-written 
narration, a writer uses insight, creativity, drama, suspense, humor, or 
fantasy to create a central theme or impression. The details work 
together to develop an identifiable story line. Narratives are usually 
arranged in chronological order, but they may also contain flashbacks, 
interruptions that take the story back to an earlier time. 
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3) Persuasive writing convinces, prevails upon, wins over, or hooks the 
reader to believe or do something. In a well-written persuasion, a 
writer take a position for or against an issue, using statistics, analogies, 
irony, antithesis, specific examples, and expert evidence to create a 
convincing line of argument that will move a reader to action. 
4) Descriptive writing sketches a portrait of a person, place, or thing by 
using concrete and specific details that appeal to one or more to the 
senses. Process writing develops patterns in time order, usually 
chronologically. These patterns either describe processes or explain 
how to perform processes with fluid, directional, or systematic 
instructions. 
5) Recount text is a piece of text that retells past events, usually in the 
order in which they happened. The purpose of a recount text is to give 
the audience description of what happened and when it happened. 
As Kane (1988:6) mentions that the various effects a writer may 
wish to have on his or her readers to inform, to persuade, to entertain result 
in different kinds of prose. The most common is prose that informs, which, 
depending on what it is about, is called exposition, description, or 
narration. 
b. Component of writing  
According to Hughey et al (1983:139) that There are five 
components needed to construct writing such as content, organization, 
vocabulary, language use and mechanics. Those components are needed to 
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create effective written communication. According to Jacob (1981:92) 
there are five components of writing, they are as mentioned in the 
following points:  
1) Content  
Content discusses about ideas that have been written. According to 
Heaton (1990:135) It demands you to think creatively in developing your 
thoughts into written language, excluding all irrelevant information in 
order that audiences can understand what your message is. It means that 
ability to think creatively and to develop thought, excluding all irrelevant 
information. 
2) Organization 
An essay is coherent if their paragraphs are woven together or flow 
into each other. An essay, which lacks of unity or orderly movement will 
not be coherent, since reader cannot move easily from one paragraph has 
no clear relation on the first. 
3) Vocabulary  
In writing, there should be sophisticated range, effective word, 
idiom, word choice and its usage. Moreover, It is necessary for writers to 
become conscious of words, to consider their meanings, to enjoy their 
sounds and to respect their importance. Mastering vocabulary means the 
writers are able to select effective idioms, word choices and appropriate 
registers in their writing. 
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4) Language Use  
Grammar or a language is description of speaking and writing 
habits of the people who use it. In composing paragraphs or texts, the 
knowledge of grammar is very important. Without them, writers will not 
be able to use it. So, the readers may not catch points of writer’s messages. 
5) Mechanics 
Essay writing is mechanically good if the writer demonstrates 
mastery of conventions, good spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and 
paragraphing and handwriting. 
2. The Concept of Writing Ability  
According to Reid (1993:28) writing ability is the skill to express 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings to other people in written symbols to make 
other people or readers understand the ideas conveyed. Dealing with SIL 
International (1991:1) writing ability is a specific ability which helps 
writers to put their ideas into words in meaningful form and interact with 
the message. In addition, dealing with Lamb and Johnson (2000) the 
primary purpose of writing is communication. Briefly, writing ability can 
be defined as a skill to express ideas and communicate our feelings in 
written form. 
Writing is one of skills that have to master by students at junior 
high school. Through writing, they are able to express their ideas, 
information, experiences, thoughts, and feeling. Then, grammar is one of 
component in writing that should be applied beside spelling, vocabulary 
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and pronunciations. If someone can use these components well, she/he will 
be master in writing. The ability to give ideas in writing form is not easy, 
especially for students. They should have a good feeling in everything and 
have an interesting in a paragraph. Therefore, it is necessary for them to 
guide, and to control their ideas, which can be applied in teaching writing. 
To help the students, in this case, designing the system is absolutely 
needed, which is used by the writer to develop their writing ability known 
as Mind Mapping Technique. In conclusion, writing ability is specific 
ability which helps writers to put their ideas into words in meaningful 
form and interact with the message. 
According to Blancard and Root (2004:4) there are three elements 
of a good writing, they are:  
1) Subject 
In composing a good writing, the writers will choose the topic that 
interests them and that they know and understand well. Here, the writer 
will assign a subject and try to find the angel or focus of that subject. This 
angle or focus of the subject is interesting for the writer and can be 
explored. 
2) Purpose 
In writing something, it is important for us to determine our 
purpose of writing. There are three most common purposes for writing, 
they are: to entertain, to inform and to persuade. These three purposes are 
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not exclusive because we can accomplish several purposes at the same 
time in a piece of writing. 
3) Audience  
According to Syafi’iet al. (2011:104) audience is one of the most 
crucial parts in term of writing. As a writer, we need to communicate our 
messages, ideas or feelings to readers with a very clear meaning through a 
means of written communication. Knowing audience will help us reach 
our goal of communication clearly and effectively. In conclusion, writing 
is an ability to express thought, feeling, and experience into written form 
requiring mastery of skill such as grammar, vocabulary and mechanic. 
a. The purpose of writing 
According to Grenville (2001:1) there are three purposes of 
writing, they are; to entertain, to inform, and to persuade. 
1. To entertain  
Writing to entertain generally takes the form of imaginary or 
creative writing. It means that the writer needs to use his/her creativity. It 
must not make the readers laugh, but engage their feeling in some ways.  
2. To inform  
Writing to inform is to tell the readers about something. This kind 
of informative writing can focus on objects, places, procedures, and 
events. It can be seen in newspapers or articles, Scientifics or business 
reports, instructions or procedures, and essay for school and university.  
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3. To persuade  
The writer tries to convince the readers of something that a point of 
views is valid by presenting the fact or data that readers follow writers’ 
opinion and act upon it.    
Briefly, the purpose of writing is not only to express writers’ ideas, 
feelings or thought in written symbol but also specific purposes such to 
entertain, to inform, and to persuade the readers.  
b. The Process of Writing 
Writing as a productive skill is not an easy job. It requires some 
stages to be applied in order to create a good writing that is readable and 
understandable by readers. Even the writers need a lot of time just to 
produce a piece of writing. Zemach and RumisekinDiyah (2014: 8) said 
that when we write, we do more than just put words together to make 
sentences. Good writers go through several steps to produce a piece of 
writing. Moreover, Steve Peha (2003: 15) pointed out that there are six 
stages of writing process, they are pre-writing, drafting, sharing, revising, 
editing, and publishing.  
These stages are explained as follows: 
1) Pre-writing 
What is pre-Writing? As its name implies, pre-writing is any 
writing we do before we start writing. It is also a way to get ideas. We all 
do a little bit of thinking before we write. Therefore, pre-writing is a time 
that we can use to experiment, to jot down a few quick ideas, to try out 
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something new without having to try very hard, to take a little time to 
gather our thoughts and choose a direction before we start drafting. 
What we do in pre-writing stage is doing what we need. We can 
read, make notes, scribble random thoughts or even make a web or a story 
map. We can do anything that will help us come up with good ideas for 
writing. It does not really matter what we do, as long as it involves turning 
on our brain and thinking about our topic. Finally, just write down 
whatever pops into our noggin. As the conclusion, in pre-writing step we 
try to choose a topic then make some notes about it. 
2) Drafting 
Steve Peha (2003) said that draft is something that is not finished 
yet. When we have thought about ideas during pre-writing, we may have 
even written a few notes about, now just let yourself go to write. Besides, 
drafting is a stage when we should start writing whatever in our mind and 
don’t stop. 
3) Sharing 
Sharing means just what it says: sharing our work with other 
people and getting some feedback about how we are doing. For instance, 
most writers in a writer’s workshop get response from other writers when 
they share their work in front of the whole group. Our piece does not have 
to be finished for us to share it. In fact, it’s probably better for us to share 
it several times long before it is done, so we have a chance to make 
changes based on the comments that are received. In conclusion, in 
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sharing stage we need to find our criteria, get other opinions and then think 
it over. 
4) Revising 
The word “revise” literally means “to see again”. This is what 
revising is all about. Having received comments about our piece during the 
responding stage, we can better see our writing now from the readers’ 
point of view. That’s the key. Up to this point, we have probably been 
more concerned about ourselves, what we wanted to say, how we felt 
about it, and things we wanted to conclude. 
Revising is hard because it involves four distinctly different things 
we should do all at the same time: (1) Adding things; (2) Moving things; 
(3) Cutting things; and (4) Leaving things alone. We may read over a 
sentence, decide to add a few words here and there, realize that we need to 
move things around, then cut some words that do not belong, and all the 
while we are thinking about what we can leave alone. Besides,  revising is 
the most important stage in writing process. It is where we should be 
spending most of our time so that revising will help us more than anything 
else to improve.  
5) Editing 
Editing refers to the only one thing: taking care of any problems 
we have with writing conventions like spelling, punctuation, grammar, and 
usage. It is also a hard stage. Because it needs more things than we can 
learn in any one of year in school. We should know a lot of words, 
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understand how to use every type of punctuation needs, and so forth. 
Therefore, what we need to do in editing stage is that finding errors, 
making corrections, and producing clean copy. 
6) Publishing 
Publishing stage is a chance to prepare our writing to be reached by 
the audiences. But it is not necessary to publish our writing if we mind to. 
Moreover, publishing can be a very satisfying part of writing. Its fun to see 
our work all dressed up in a cool cover. In addition, the main point of 
publishing is to make our writing as readable as possible to our audiences. 
c. The Assessment of Writing 
In assessing writing, the teacher cannot measure the students 
ability by giving them multiple choice or short answer that can be done in 
assessing reading or listening. The teacher should ask the students to write 
in order to know students’ achievement. According to Brown (2001, p. 
357), the categories for evaluating or assessing writing are: content, 
organization, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. 
In this research, the researcher use ESL composition profile to 
assess the students’ ability in writing narrative paragraph. Jacob in (Melgis 
2012, p. 184), stated that ESL composition profile is an evaluation guide 
in order to provide a point of view, an outline of an ESL writer’s success 
at composing or putting together the main elements of written discourse 
into a connected, coherent piece of writing that communicates effectively. 
This profile contains five components content (30 points), organization (20 
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points), vocabulary (20 points), language use (25 points), and mechanics 
(5 points). The total weight for each component is further broken down 
into numerical ranges that correspond to four mastery levels: excellent, to 
very good, good to average, fair to poor, and very poor. It can be figured 
out as follows: 
Table II.1 
Analytic Scale for Rating Composition Tasks (Brown & Bailey 1984, p. 39-41 
in brown 2003) 
        
Aspects Range Criteria 
Content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30-27 Excellent to Very Good: 
Knowledgeable, substantive, through development 
of thesis, relevant to designed topic. 
26-22 Good to Averange: 
Some knowledgeable of subject,adequate range, 
limited development of rhesis, mostly relevant to 
topic, but lack details 
21-17 Fair to Poor: 
Limited Knowledge of subject little substance, 
inadequate development of topic 
16-13 Very Poor: 
Does not show the knowledge of subject, non 
substantive, not pertinent, not enough to evaluate 
Organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20-18 Excellent to Very Good: 
Fluent Expression, ideas clearly stated or 
supported, well organized,logical sequencing, 
cohesive 
17-14 Good to Averange: 
Somewhat choppy, loosely organized but main 
ideas stand out, limited support, logical 
butincomplete squencing 
13-10 Fair to Poor: 
Non fluent, ideas confused or disconnect, lacks 
logical sequencing and development 
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 9-7 Very Poor:  
Does not communicate, no organization, not 
enough to evaluate 
Vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20-18 Excellent to Very Poor: 
Sophisticated range, effective word or idiom 
choice and usage, word form mastery, appropriate 
register 
17-14 Good to Average: 
Adequate range, occasional errors of word or 
idiom form, usage but meaning nit obscured 
13-10 Fair to poor: 
Limited range, frequent errors of word or idiom 
form, choice usage, meaning confused or obscured 
9-7 Very Poor: 
Essentially translation, little knowledge of English 
vocabulary, idioms, word form, or enough to 
evaluate 
Language Use 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25-22 Excellent to Very good: 
Effective complex construction, few errors of 
agreement, tense, number, word order of functions, 
articles, pronouns, preparations 
21-18 Good to Average: 
Effective but simple constructions, minor, problem 
in complex constructions, several errors of 
agreement, tense, number, word order of functions, 
articles, pronouns, preposition but meaning never 
obscured 
17-11 Fair to Poor: 
Major problems in simple or complex 
constructions, frequent errors of negation, 
agreement, tense, number, word order or  
functions, articles, pronouns, prepositions and 
fragments, deletions, meaning confused or 
obscured 
10-5 Very Poor: 
virtually no master of sentence construction rules, 
dominated, by errors, does not communicate, not 
enough to evaluate 
Mechanics 
 
 
 
5 Excellent to Very good: 
Demonstrates mastery of conventions, few errors 
of spelling, punctuation, capitalization, 
paragraphing. 
4 Good to Average: 
Occasional errors of spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization, paragraphing, but meaning not 
obscured 
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3. The Concept of Descriptive Paragraph  
a. Definition of Descriptive Paragraph 
According to Syafi’I et, al., (2014:18) descriptive paragraph is kind 
of text, it is to describe a place, a thing, or a person, and the writer should 
arrange the sentences where the place are located, and how something or 
someone looks. So, descriptive paragraph is to describe things, places, 
person how they look like and when we describe them we should arrange 
the sentences and the controlling idea and some supporting details.   
b. Generic structure 
According to Qorimah in (Saliyah 2013:17) there are two the 
generic structure of descriptive text, they are:  
1) Identification: is the part of paragraph that introduces the 
character or contains the identification of matter / a will be 
describe. 
2) Description: is the part of paragraph that describes the character or 
contains the explanation / description of the thing / person to 
mention a few properties. 
 
 
3 Fair to Poor: 
Frequent errors of spelling, punctuation, 
capitalization, paragraphing, poor handwriting, 
meaning confused or obscured. 
2 Very Poor: 
No mastery of conventions, dominated by errors of 
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing, 
handwriting illegible, not enough to evaluate 
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c. Language Features: 
According to Qorimah in (Saliyah 2013:17) there are five 
characters of descriptive text: 
1) Using simple present tense 
2) Using has and have 
3) Using linking verbs (is, are, appears),  
4) Using adjective (big, beautiful, and small. Etc.) and compound 
adjectives. 
5) And sometimes using degree of comparison 
In addition, the language features above will be the characteristics 
of descriptive paragraph. It directly shows the purpose of descriptive 
paragraph itself. Therefore, the writers need to use all the language 
features in writing descriptive paragraph. 
4. The concept of Mind Mapping technique  
a. Definition of Mind Mapping technique 
Regarding with Buzan (2008:138) Mind Maps are a graphic, it 
make easier to develop ideas and information from our brain. Christoph 
(2003: p,5) a mind map is an expression of human mind in graphical 
method.   It usually drawn on paper and it in the shape, key words, images 
and color, and form of a brain cell and is designed to encourage our brain 
to work in a way that is fast, efficient, and in the style that it does 
naturally. 
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Dealing with Richards (2002:365) mind map is a teaching 
technique for organizing the words, and it to show the relationships 
between words and information. Mind map is also as a key word may 
serve as a link between related words and concepts, and it expressed 
diagrammatically. Mind maps are sometimes used as part of the planning 
stage in composition classes. 
Regarding with Hedge (2005:58) mind map is a good strategy to 
develop the ideas, and it can explore almost any topic and it can organize 
the relationship between ideas, in proportion to each other and possible 
links between paragraphs and section of an essay became easily apparent. 
Furthermore, dealing with Khoiriyah (2014:181) mind mapping is used to 
generate, visualize structure, and classify ideas, and as an aid to studying 
and organizing information, solving problems and making decisions and 
writing. 
In addition, pertaining to Buzan (2005:4) mind map is an easy way 
to get information, for taking note that not boring, and come up with 
brilliant ideas. Borkar (2011) explains that mind map is a technique that 
makes optimum use of brain power and allows people to learn and retain 
information more effectively. Briefly, mind map is an easy, good, not 
boring technique for note taking before writing and it can produces some 
brilliant ideas.  
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Buzan (2008) the examples of mind map 
   
b. The advantages of Mind Mapping Technique  
According to Buzan (2011) there are at least 7 Advantages of mind 
mapping technique for students: 
1) Making notes 
Mind maps are useful ways for students to make notes toward 
information received. This technique helps students to take note about 
important information by using key words only, and then make 
connections between facts and ideas visually in order to keep all 
information received together on one sheet. Then when students 
review the notes, they will remember the information quickly. 
2) Planning an Essay 
Mind map helps the students generate more ideas quickly and 
with the radial structure, the researcher can quickly see the connecting 
topics, main paragraphs, and structure. This technique helps the 
students makes a realistic plan for essay, and create a logical structure 
for the instruction, main sections and conclusion. 
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3) Studying for Exams 
By using mind mapping, studying and exams will be helped by 
providing simply review of the notes for each subject. Mind mapping 
creates the key information that the students need to remember. 
4) Creative Inspiration 
Mind maps have the same concept as the brain working system. 
The meaning that people have in their thought could be an image, a 
word or feeling have many ways in connecting ideas. Mind maps are 
the way of representing this process on paper. So, when students use 
mind mapping, they should note down any ideas that are in their head, 
no matter how crazy or random it is. This is where the best creative 
inspiration comes from. 
5) Problem Solving 
If students have no obstacles that need to overcome, mind 
mapping can help the students to see things clearly. When the students 
have a problem, they often be panic, meaning that their hearts starts 
beating faster and they feel stressed. Instead of forcing their mind to 
find the solution, mind mapping helps them to open up many 
possibilities and options to solve the problem. Mind map helps the 
students to create many possibilities from their original thoughts. For 
students, when they get solution from it, they should become focused 
on many options they have, then they have to choose the quickest, 
easiest, or best one for their problem. 
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6) Making Presentation  
In presenting paper at school, commonly students read from 
sheets of notes that make others feel boring. With mind maps, the 
presentation will be a breeze for students. Mind maps provide keyword 
and image that can stimulate students’ memory, so in representing the 
paper, it will be more conversational way. The students can keep eye 
contact with their friends. 
7) Group Study 
Group study can be really fun way for students to share their 
knowledge. Mind map can help students to get a brainstorming 
session. First, the students have to make their individual mind map or 
their thoughts on the topic. Then they can join together with their 
friends. They can combine their ideas and peers without losing their 
personal insights on the topic by creating new mind maps. 
c. Using Mind Mapping Technique On Teaching Writing In 
Descriptive  Paragraph 
As the strategy, according to Buzan (2003:36) explains that, there 
are some steps to make Mind Map as follow: 
1) Students start a topic in the center of a blank page. 
Because  starting  in  the  center  gives  your  Brain  freedom  to  
spread out in all directions and to express it more freely and naturally. 
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2) Use an image or picture for your central idea. 
Because  an  image  is  worth  a  thousand  words  and  helps  
you use your  Imagination.  A  central  image  is  more  interesting,  
keeps  you focused,  helps  you  concentrate,  and  gives  your  Brain  
more  of  a buzz! 
3) Use colors throughout. 
Colors are as exciting to your Brain as are images. Color adds 
extra vibrancy and life to your Mind Map, adds tremendous energy to 
your Creative Thinking, and is fun!   
4) Connect your main branches to the central image and connect your 
second- and third-level branches to the first and second levels, etc. 
Because your brain works by association. It likes to link two, three, or 
four things together. If you connect the branches, you will understand 
and remember a lot more easily. 
5) Make your branches curved rather than straight-lined.  
Because having nothing but straight lines are boring to your 
Brain. 
6) Use one key word per line. 
Single key words give your Mind Map more power and 
flexibility. 
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7) Use images throughout. 
Each image, like the central image, is also worth a thousand 
words. Therefore, if you have only 10 images in your Mind Map, it is 
already the Equal of 10,000 words of notes! 
So,  mind  mapping  is  a  simple  technique  that  can  be  used  to  
note creatively  and  effectively.  Besides,  it  can  help  the  students  to  
memorize information.  By  using  mind  mapping,  people  can  emerge  and 
organize  ideas to be a good sentence. Moreover, mind mapping can make the 
students happy in studying because there are colorful pictures. That is why 
mind mapping is a technique that can be used to learn writing skills. 
B. Relevant Research 
According to Syafi’i (2013:103), relevant research is required to 
observe some previous researches conducted by other researchers in which 
they are relevant to our research itself. The writer has to analyze what the 
point that was focused on, inform the design, findings and conclusions of the 
previous researchers. It aims at avoiding plagiarism toward the design and 
findings of previous researchers. Besides, we have to analyze what point that 
was focused on, inform the designs, findings and conclusions of the previous 
research.  
Related to this research, there is a relevant research entitled “Using 
The Mind Mapping Technique To Improve The English Writing Skill Of The 
Tenth Grade Students At Man Yogyakarta Iii In The Academic Year Of 
2012/2013 by Fuad Nur Cahyo”. Fuad Nur Cahyo tried to use mind mapping 
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technique to improve students’ writing skill in Narrative Paragraph. He 
explained that the use of the mind mapping was effective to improve the 
students’ writing skill. The  use  of  colorful  pictures  of  mind  mapping  in  
the Building Knowledge of the Field (BKOF)  and  Modeling of the Texts 
(MOT)  stages was  effective  to make  the  students more enthusiastic  in  the  
writing activities.  All students could understand and respond to the 
researcher’ in striations and explanations. The activities in the Joint 
Construction of the Texts (JCOT) stage for using the mind mapping as a pre-
writing planning  strategy  were  successful  to  help  the  students  generate  
or  organize  their  ideas. They  could  also  use  the  appropriate   words  they  
learnt  to  make the  mind  mapping. The activities  in  the Independent 
Construction of the Texts (ICOT)  stage  to  write  the narrative text  were  
effective  through  the  mind mapping.  The  students  could developing and  
generate  their  ideas  using  the  mind  mapping and they could produce the 
narrative text with the correct generic structure. 
Another relevant research is a research by Adi Suyanto (2010) entitled: 
“The Effectiveness of Mind Mapping to Teach Writing Skill Viewed from 
Their Qi (An Experimental Study In The Seventh Grade Students Of Smpn 1 
Prambon In The Academic Year 2009/2010)” he tried to use mind mapping 
technique to improve students’ writing skill. Based on his search findings are 
Mind Mapping  technique  is  more  effective  than  modeling  technique  to  
teach writing for the seventh grade students of junior high school, and using 
Mind Mapping can improve their writing ability as it can help them to 
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generate, to elaborate,  and to organize their ideas. So, Adi Suyanto said that 
Mind Mapping is one of an effective technique to tech writing. 
Another relevant research is a research by Khoiriyah (2014) entitled: 
“Increasing the Students’ Writing Skill through Mind Mapping Technique” 
she tried to use mind mapping technique to improve students’ writing skill. 
Based on his search findings are Mind Mapping  technique  is a good 
technique to improve students’ ability in writing, it showed from the result of 
the study shows that the students’ mean score improved from the first cycle 
(70.95) to the second cycle (76.68). And out of 65.91% of the subjects got the 
target scores 75 in cycle I and it had been reached by 84.08% of the students 
in cycle II. In short, it can be concluded that in the last cycle, students had 
really made significant progress. Briefly, based on the analyses resulted in the 
Khoiriyah’s research findings that mind mapping technique could improve the 
students’ writing skill. 
C. The Operational Concept 
In order to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation about this 
research, it is necessary to explain about the variables used in this study. They 
are the use of Mind Mapping Technique as the independent variable or 
variable X and students’ ability in writing descriptive paragraph as the 
dependent variable or variable Y. They need to be described operationally by 
particular words or indicators, so that they can be measured empirically. To 
operate the investigation on the variable, the researcher is going to work based 
on the following indicators: 
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1. The teacher gives topics about descriptive paragraph. 
2. The teacher asks the students to draw a central image that represent the 
topic.  
3. The teacher asks the students to draw some thick curved or branches 
around the edge and write key words that represent the sub topic. 
4. The teacher suggests the students to use colors to depict themes, 
associations, and to make things stand out. Simply use colors. 
5. The teacher suggests the students to use icons, codes and other visual aids 
to establish links between unrelated elements. 
6. Teacher asks the students to write a simple descriptive paragraph based on 
the steps above. 
7. Teacher asks the students to collect their writing when time is over. 
Based on the syllabus that is used at Islamic Senior High School 
Darul Hikmah Pekanbaru, the indicators of students’ ability in writing 
descriptive paragraph it is symbolized by “Y variable” are designed as 
follows: 
1. The students’ ability to develop the content of writing. 
2. The students’ ability to develop the organization of writing. 
3. The students’ ability to employ the vocabulary of writing.  
4. The students’ ability to employ the language use of writing. 
5. The students’ ability to employ the mechanics of writing. 
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D. The Assumption and Hypothesis 
1.  Assumption 
In this research the researcher assumes that: 
a. students’ ability in writing descriptive paragraph is various 
b. Mind Mapping technique can influence students’ ability in writing 
descriptive paragraph. 
2.  Hypothesis 
a. Ha: There is a significant difference between the students’ ability in 
writing descriptive paragraph without being taught and taught by using 
Mind Mapping Technique at Islamic Senior High School Darul 
Hikmah Pekanbaru. 
b. Ho: There is no significant difference between the students’ ability in 
writing descriptive paragraph without being taught and taught by using 
Mind Mapping Technique at Islamic Senior High School Darul 
Hikmah Pekanbaru. 
c. Ha: There is a significant effect of using Mind Mapping Technique on 
students’ ability in writing descriptive paragraph at Islamic Senior 
High School Darul Hikmah Pekanbaru. 
d. Ho: There is no significant effect of using Mind Mapping Technique 
on students’ ability in writing descriptive paragraph at Islamic Senior 
High School Darul Hikmah Pekanbaru. 
 
